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In this issue:

From the Principal...
Dear Parents and Carers,
It was good to welcome all back after the break which I hope was an enjoyable
one for you. We welcomed four students and four members of staff as new
members of our community and we hope that they will have an enjoyable and
fulfilling time here.
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NEW STAFF


Ms. Esther Welsh – takes over Ms. March’s Maths for 6ppw



Mrs. Sharelle Walter – takes over Ms. March’s English for 18ppw



Mrs. Bev Stewart – takes over Ms. March’s SOSE for 6ppw



Ms. Lizzie Simes – takes over Mr. Ellefsen’s SOSE and English for 30ppw

Ms. Simes is now also Year 8 Harris’s PCG Tutor and Mrs. Biscoe has become the
Year 9 Wood Tutor.

To support Daffodil Day on Friday 22nd August, students are
asked to dress in Yellow and
make a Gold coin donation to
the Cancer Council.
We will be selling bunches of
Daffodils for $7. Orders and
payment to Lisa or Michelle at
Admin.

I am currently conducting interviews for a part-time classroom learning assistant
who will help students in class, adding to the work done by Ms. Bosworth and
Mrs. Dowell; I envisage that an appointment will be made next week with a start
date shortly thereafter. I have also made some adjustments to the Year 10 maths
class which will take effect next week – Ms. Welsh will be teaching part of the
class in conjunction with Mrs. Hall.
CHARITY NEWS
You may recall that we participated recently in a fund-raising ‘Crazy Hat Day’ in
aid of Cystic Fibrosis WA’s annual appeal raising over $200 in the process. I
learned yesterday that we were the top fundraising school, per student capita
– $1.52 per student – which is very pleasing indeed. We can now select
sports equipment to the value of $500 as a reward.

IMPORTANT DATES
Tuesday 12 August
EACS Open Day
Thursday 21 August
School Photos
Friday 22 August
Daffodil Day
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YEAR 9 CAMP
Although details appear elsewhere of this event I would just like to record how delighted I was with the reports
received from my colleagues about our students on camp. They behaved well, showed real commitment and enthusiasm, and drew favourable comment from those with whom they came into contact. This says much about the
students and reflects well on the School. My thanks go to Mr. Clark for his impeccable organisation of the event
and to the staff who assisted him: Ms. Bottrell, Ms. Bosworth and Mr. Newton. I have no doubts whatsoever
about the value of such trips in the whole process of education and it is so rewarding for all concerned when the
outcomes are as positive as this.
HARRIS HOUSE
You should by now have received an e-mail outlining the names suggested by members of the community as a
new name for Harris; a separate e-mail shows how you can register your vote on-line via Google docs. Once I have
the results next week I will put the lead names to Council for their approval. Thank you for your help in what I see
as a positive process arising from an unfortunate circumstance.
ACTIVITIES
We will be running co-curricular activities this term, either at lunchtime or after school. Students will be informed
of the options which will include:
Metalwork

Robotics Beach Fitness Chess Optiminds

The term is gathering its predictable pace with much to look forward to. Details are updated regularly on the calendar in Study Wiz. We are also trying to improve communications further by the use of SMS messaging for absences, and Care Monkey for medical information and permission for excursions; the success of the recent parentteacher interviews also showed how valuable the new electronic booking system is. I will be in-touch after the
open morning to set-up a meeting of parents interested in starting the parents’ support group which we are more
than ready to have.
In the meantime all good wishes.
Yours sincerely,

CALLING OUT TO ANYONE INTERESTED
IN HELPING RUN THE CANTEEN !!
It has been great having the canteen up and running and as a
school we would like to see this continue to develop, but we need
your help!
On Tuesday 19th August 1:00pm - 2:00pm Sally Taylor from WA
Country Health Service is coming to the school to talk about running a successful, healthy canteen., talking about what to eat and
what not to eat! We want to make sure that the canteen we run at
the school has healthy options that are also cost effective. Obviously the school runs in sync with the traffic light system, but it will
be a great experience to hear from a health practitioner how we
can make it as green as possible too!

P.Kerr Fulton-Peebles
Principal

It is also a good starting point to help build our canteen foundations and I hope there are parents who want to get onboard.

Please let me know if you would like to come along.
Fleta Walsh
fwalsh@eacs.wa.edu.au or 90 832 444.
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CANBERRA CAMP
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Australian Government PACER Expression of Appreciation

Students from our school have recently undertaken an education tour of the national capital. Students were given the
opportunity to participate in a variety of educational programs with a focus on Australia’s history, culture, heritage and
democracy.
The Australian Government recognises the importance of all young Australians being able to visit the national capital
as part of their Civics and Citizenship education. To assist families in meeting the cost of the excursion the Australian
Government contributed funding of $260 per student under the Parliament and Civics Education Rebate program
towards those costs. Esperance Anglican Community School, on behalf of all its students, would like to thank the Australian Government for their ongoing support of Civics and Citizenship education, assisting families from regional communities in meeting costs associated with education excursions to our nations Capital.
Iain Clark
iclark@eacs.wa.edu.au

Year 9 Canberra Camp 2014
Day 1
25 students and staff boarded the bus in Esperance at midnight and the excitement and expectation was evident from the outset. Four stops and 10 hours later the bus pulled into
Terminal 2 where the group met the remaining students to complete the party of 40 students and four staff.
The group check-in went smoothly and we were soon mingling in the departure lounge
waiting for the boarding call. The flight was on time and boarding was improved when the
school group was given the royal treatment, being asked to board first.
After a pleasant 4.5-hour flight we landed in Sydney to be met by our Kennedy's Bus Driver
Dave, who has looked after our school for the past four years. A short hop, skip and a jump
and we arrived at Aaron’s Hotel in the heart of China Town.
A quick debrief was followed by students being allocated their rooms and by 7:30pm we
were out and having our first experience of Sydney walking to a food court and mall a short
distance away for dinner.
After a quick meal and some brief down time to peruse Time Zone it was back to the hotel
for 8:45pm and into the rooms to get ready for bed.
Day 2
An extremely busy first full day of sightseeing excursions was on the agenda for Day 2.
Wake up call was 7:30 and breakfast 8:00. Following a hearty breakfast, students boarded
the bus bound for a Captain Cook Cruise on Sydney Harbour. It was a majestic day; one
couldn't have asked for better weather for taking in all that Sydney Harbour had to offer.
An hour’s cruise was followed by a walk through the oldest part of Sydney City, 'The
Rocks'. This walk took the group up onto the Sydney Harbour Bridge and down to the
South East Pillion. The 10-minute walk to the top of the pillion was well worth it as the
views were simply spectacular: a great photo opportunity for sure.
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From the Pillion lookout we had lunch then it was on to Darling Harbour for some free time
before assembling at the Sydney Aquarium for a self guided tour. Afterwards the group
walked back through Darling Harbour en route to the Hotel.
Free time continued back at Market City with the students having the chance to spend
some time in Sydney's famous Paddy's Markets to look for a bargain.
The group assembled again at 6:00 for dinner and a night walk down George St and the
extravagant Queen Victoria Building. Upon reaching Sydney tower we started the tour with
a 4D Cinema experience before taking the lift the 260 metres to the Observation deck.
Once at the top the 360-degree views with the city illuminated in lights was quite simply
majestic.
Everyone was flagging quickly, however, so by 8:00 we were heading back to the hotel.
Day 2 provided students with a real flavour for the hustle and bustle of Sydney. After a
good nights sleep it's off the Canberra tomorrow.

Day 3
Day 3 commenced with an early morning departure from Aaron’s Hotel in Sydney bound for
the National Capital Exhibition in Canberra. This was the perfect introduction to Canberra
for the students as it was an interactive and informative means to display and present the
people, events, history and design that helped shape our nation’s capital.
Following on from this the school party visited the National Museum of Australia, which was
an interesting and historical look at Australia and Australians.
It was then back to the Carotel motel to settle in, have dinner and get ready for the evening activity - rock climbing. This was a real hit with the students many of them overcoming
their fears and scaling walls of varying design and complexity. The camaraderie and cooperation shown amongst the group, assisting and encouraging each other up the wall, was
something to behold.
After a long day it was then back to the hotel and a much deserved good night’s sleep.
Day 4
Day 4 was a chilly zero degrees in Canberra at breakfast with the busiest day on the itinerary to look forward to.
After a hearty full English breakfast the group was packed and on the bus again for the first
excursion to Questacon;- the National Science and Technology Centre. It was an extremely
fun and interactive way for the kids to experience Science in action whilst enjoying themselves at the same time.
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This was followed by some free time and a walk along the foreshore of Lake Burley Griffin
as the temperature lifted to a beautiful sunny day.

The High Court of Australia was next stop, which is where all matters relating to the Constitution are heard as well as appeals from Supreme Courts. The building itself was a majestic
piece of architectural design, hugely impressive in every respect. The students listened to
an informative presentation followed by a question and answer session to finish.
The drive to the Australian Institute of Sport was next on the program, where the students
had pizza for lunch before commencing their tour inside. They had 45 minutes in Sportex,
an interactive exhibit where students had the chance to try their motor skills in an array of
fun engaging hands on skills and challenges. This was followed by a sports experience
where they participated in sock wrestling, European handball and soccer to see out the session
The day wasn't done yet, however. We then departed for the snowfields and 2.5 hours later
pulled into Berridale where the temperature had dropped noticeably. After settling into our
rooms and a hearty dinner of fish and chips all students did their ski fit and loaded the bus
ready for an early departure the next day.

Day 5
The students awoke early with much anticipation for their day of skiing at Smiggin Holes. It
was an extremely pleasant day, which made traveling to the snow easy as chains did not
need to be fitted.
We arrived at Smiggin in quick time, which left plenty of time to fit boots and get students
ready for their lessons. At 10:30am the instructors met their ski groups and for two hours
the students were taught the basics of ski technique.
Things were progressing without incident until Ryan Nankivell hit a small hole in the ground
and lost his balance, falling awkwardly on his wrist. A trip to the Perisher medical centre
confirmed that Ryan had indeed fractured his wrist requiring a cast.
After a hot mountain lunch most of the students were charging and ready to trial their new
skills. With 2.5 hours of free skiing and all the lifts available it was game on and open slather to experience all the mountain had to offer.
Some of the students unfortunately didn't find their introductory skiing experience all that
appealing, and decided to pull the plug at lunchtime, forgoing the chance to make the most
of the days skiing experience. They seemed to derive enjoyment playing in the snow at the
flats anyway, which was some consolation.
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The day ended with only the one incident and the party safely returned to the Motel.
Dinner and some free time to socialise was shortly followed by an early night after a
long tiring day.
Day 6
Day 6 began with an early breakfast before departure from Berridale and the southern
NSW snowfields. A short trip to Cooma ensued where the group had an excursion to the
Snowy Hydro Centre which was a education centre built to commemorate the Snowy
Mountains Scheme which supplies electricity for irrigation and power across Australia.
A pleasant bus journey back to Canberra was broken by a picturesque stop at the Canberra Arboretum for lunch. Pitched on top of one of Canberra's mountains, the Arboretum
was a beautiful place to pause, and admire all of Canberra's glory.
Next we visited one of the ‘Big 4’ - Parliament House. The students first participated in a
parliamentary role-play, debating a lower house bill before a guided tour of the building.
Following this it was back to the accommodation for a short rest before a lovely dinner of
spaghetti bolognese to boost the energy reserves.
The evening entertainment was a trip to the Dinosaur Museum, which proved to be a real
favourite with the students, many of whom did much of their gift shopping here. 'Dinosaur
poo' was a very popular gift purchased, definitely a novel gift item and a certain talking
point around the dinner table.
After leaving the Dinosaur Museum one of the best impromptu moments of the trip occurred, when the whole bus participated in a Mr. Clark - led repeat after me song entitled
'The Little Jeep'. Great to see everyone joining in for a singsong to finish what was another enjoyable day of camp.

Day 7
The day started with a trip to the Governor General's residence. Unfortunately His Excellency Sir Peter Cosgrove was not in residence but an informative guided tour was had
nonetheless, which kept the student euthralled throughout.

After a short morning tea break the group toured the Embassy and Consulate area of Canberra en route to the Australian War Memorial. The next 2.5 hours were spent listening to
some of the amazing stories of bravery and cameraderie from the wonderful men and
women comprising the ANZAC forces.
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Lunch followed and it was the business end of the day over and time to have some fun
and Lasertag! This was a real hit and a huge highlight of the day. All the students thoroughly enjoyed charging around the maze shooting lasers at each other. Tagging the
teachers continuously seemed to be highly amusing for some obscure reason!
After a sweaty two hours it was back to the motel for a shower and dinner and then the
final night activity of the week - ice-skating. When we got to the ring we were told that
the ring was pretty much all ourselves. About 90 minutes of skating followed. Wow, what
a talented year group for ice skaters and daredevil tricksters prepared to try their luck in
the pursuit of fun. It was absolutely fabulous to witness the sense of community amongst
the students. The friendship and support shown towards one another was truly a beautiful thing to behold.

Day 8
Day 8 ,the groups last day in Canberra, was a busy one. Up early the first port of call was
a trip up to the Mount Ainslie lookout to witness the beautiful symmetry of the city below. After a few minutes of quiet reflection and a photo opportunity it was time for some
light exercise and a walk down the side of the mountain to where the bus was waiting to
collect us and take us to the National Electoral Education Centre.
The AEC was a fascinating look into the history of voting since Federation and saw how
voting is conducted in the modern era under the preferential system. After a mock vote
the students then took part in a number of activities in the interactive display room,
which was both interesting and informative.
A quick trip round the corner to Old Parliament House and the group did a guided discovery tour of the museum, listening to the historic stories that helped shaped our nation’s
political system. There was also a debate in the House of Representatives about Conscription during the Vietnam War, which gave the students a good insight into how bills
are debated in Parliament.
From Old Parliament House it was then on to the airport via a few hours at Canberra Civic Centre for some shopping.
Exhausted from shopping and money spending Dave dropped the group off at the airport
and after a short wait we were on our way back to Perth. A pleasant flight ensued and it
wasn't long before some families were reunited at the airport. The remaining students
and staff had one final arduous bus journey to endure but after a few hours of 'shut eye'
during the night it wasn't long before the bus was pulling in to the EACS car park on Friday morning.
Upon reflection it was a brilliant trip. All the Year 9 students can hold their heads high on
the manner in which they participated, complied with directives and represented their
school. Year 9 Canberra trip 2014 - a roaring success!
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Canberra Photos
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‘Orange’ School Bus Services ‘
Is your child starting or changing schools in 2015 and are
you are seeking Transport Assistance on an ‘Orange’
school bus?
In 2015 all Year 7 students will be attending high school
as secondary students. This will have a substantial impact
on the Orange school bus network and will require significant planning. It is very important that the Public
Transport Authority establishes the number of eligible
students requiring Transport Assistance.
The Public Transport Authority is requesting that parents
who have children starting or changing schools in 2015
and requiring bus travel complete an online application
for Transport Assistance at www.schoolbuses.wa.gov.au
by no later than 31 August 2014 for travel in 2015.
Please be aware: Transport Assistance is offered to eligible families in two forms, either by Orange school bus or
a Conveyance Allowance paid to parents to drive their
children to and from school. The type of Transport Assistance provided to a family depends on many factors including location and bus availability.
If your child is currently travelling on an Orange school
bus and they are not changing schools next year, there is
no need to reapply or contact us as your transport arrangements as a rule will remain the same.
If you have any further questions please phone 9326
2625 or email schoolbus@pta.wa.gov.au
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CANTEEN MENU

WEEK 3
Tuesday 5th August
Wednesday 6th August

Lunch Time Quiche
Sausage Rolls
Beef Pie with Cheesy Potato
Tomato and Cheese Toastie

$4.50
$3.50
$4.50
$3.50

WEEK 4
Tuesday 12th August
Wednesday 13th August

Jacket Potatoes with Ham and Cheese $4.00
Fish Burgers with lettuce
$5.00
Meat Lovers Pizza
$4.50
Vegie Pizza
$4.50

Week 5
Tuesday 19th August
Wednesday 20th August

Spaghetti and meatballs
Pasta Cabonara
Beef and Gravy Rolls
Hot dogs

$5.00
$4.50
$5.00
$3.50

WEEK 6
Tuesday 26th August
Wednesday 27th August

Double Beef Burgers and Salad
Fish Burger and Salad
Fried Rice
Pies
Chicken Noodle Cup

$5.00
$5.00
$4.50
$3.50
$4.00

WEEK 7
Tuesday 2nd September
Wednesday 3rd September

Spaghetti Bolognaise
Tomato and Cheese Pizza
Meat Lasagna
Spaghetti Toasties

$5.00
$4.50
$4.50
$3.50

WEEK 8
Tuesday 9th September
Wednesday 10th September

Hot Chicken and Mayo Rolls
$5.00
Sausage Rolls
$3.50
Mac Cheese with Crispy Croutons
$4.00
Lunch time Quiche
$4.50

WEEK 9
Tuesday 16th September

Double Beef Burgers and Salad
Chicken Burger with Lettuce
Wednesday 17th September
Fried Rice
Chicken and Mayo Toasties

$5.00
$5.00
$4.50
$3.50

WEEK 10

Tuesday 23rd September

Wednesday 24th September

Hotdogs
Wedges with sweet chilli /sour cream
SURPRISE

$3.50
$4.00

